
VIDEO PRODUCTION AGENCY
CREATE CONTENT THAT M O V E S



WHO WE ARE

We go beyond being just a video production agency. Situated in the lively city of Sofia, Bulgaria, we have
been crafting compelling visual stories. Operating as a comprehensive 360° agency, we manage every

aspect of video production, from ideation and scriptwriting to shooting and post-production.

We are a passionate and ambitious young team who loves the creative process. We are constantly
learning, developing and following the latest trends in video and marketing to be able to deliver the

ultimate creative for a brand’s needs.



WHAT
WE DOCommercial videos for

social media & TV
Product videos
B-roll videos
Explainer videos
Corporate videos
Music videos
3D videos
VFX & CGI 

We create anything from
packshots, product videos,

brand commercials for
social media and/or TV. We
also produce music videos
and short films as well as

several in-house
productions.



How We Typically Work with Our Clients

THE WORKFLOW

Client sends us a

video brief(with

information about

the product/service,

format, length,

purpose of the

video, available  

budget, etc.)

Based on the

brief, we develop

a budget offer.

After approval of

the budget, we

begin creating

the script with

the

client/marketing

agency.

We film and edit

the video. We like

to maintain

constant

communication

with the client

during the filming

process.

Send 1st draft of

the video to the

client. Get

feedback and

incorporate any

corrections, if

needed. 

Deliver final

version of the

video.
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OUR
PORTFOLIO
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Domino's latest commercial video. 

We are exclusive video partners for Domino’s Bulgaria for >4 years.

CLIENT: DOMINO'S

Link to Video

https://www.avopictures.com/?pgid=lnd4ot0q-3996147f-b620-42d3-943c-4f88041f0de1
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This was a 10-episode "Adventure in the Nature" project we created with fitness model

Lazar Angelov in collaboration with Grand Attack

CLIENT: GRAND ATTACK
Link to Video

https://www.avopictures.com/?pgid=lnd4ot0q-7e15abec-c77c-4884-8dc2-3050a0f4dfd8


PROJECT 03

A cinematic commercial video we shot for a brand in the construction industry.

CLIENT: ISOMAX

Link to Video

https://www.avopictures.com/?pgid=lnd4ot0q-892fd277-0457-452e-a56c-b49410309614


CHECK OUT
MORE HERE:

HTTPS://AVOPICTURES.COM/

https://avopictures.com/


See more here: 
https://clutch.co/profile/avo-pictures#summary

Client Reviews

https://clutch.co/profile/avo-pictures#summary


TIKTOK



We also provide 360° TikTok Services

Conceptualization and channel strategy
Concrete posting plan
Filming and editing of all of the content
Posting
Community Management
Analytics
Organization and Planning

We have a separate dedicated Tiktok team of creators in the
platform with more than 250K followers who know best practices
and follow the trends as well as all of the algorithm changes. 

We have created a system where the client is completely
unbothered and “hands-free” from the process yet have full
access to our work and can tweak it at all times if necessary.



TikTok Statistics

90%
Of the users

open the app
every day

Worldwide

850min 
Spent in the app

on average

48%
Of the users

make impulsive
purchases

every 2-3 weeks

3.5B+
App Downloads.

Just in 2022
there were

656MM new
app downloads

2026
 Is the year

when it’s
prognosed that

Tiktok will be
more popular

than FB and IG



Film and edit the videos.

Stage 3

Create a monthly video plan
and posting schedule in line
with the approved strategy.

Stage 2

Create an overall content
strategy and vision for your
TikTok channel.

Stage 1

Post the videos in the
channel following the pre-

defined schedule.

Stage 4

Monitor results

Stage 5
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How exactly are we going to do this?

THE WORKFLOW

01

Readjust strategy, if needed.

Stage 6



Results & Statistics

47K+
Followers

Here's what we achieved for our clients so far:

750K+ 
Likes

300+
Videos

15MM+
Video Views



Full on creative strategy for 
your brand

What can we Offer?

SUMMARY

Facebook & Instagram channel 
management

360° 
Tiktok channel management

360° video production of all sorts
of video content, tailored to 

your needs and purpose.

Bundle of all services



www.avopictures.com

e.madzharov@avopictures.com
d.ivanova@avopictures.com

@avopictures

Thank you!

Create Content that MOVES

https://avopictures.com/
https://www.instagram.com/avopictures/

